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Abstract 

In tb is paper we introduce a lead time mechanism that aUows simultaneous 
order arrÎvals . This mechanism ensu res that orders never cross each ather. FOT 

the cont inuous re view (s , q) im'entory system witb constant demand , we show 
that the allowance of batch arrivals gives rise to a discontinuous cast funetion. 
By exploit ing the special strUClure of this cast function, a search algorithm is 
deri\'ed that yields the optimal order strateg.v in areasonabie amaunt of time. 
The search is restricted to integer order strategies only. \Ve also cODsider 
two approximate methods of solution. Tbe fiTst approximatioD is based on a 
related model with a continuous cast fun ction. The results obtained by this 
approximation are , in genera!, \'ery sat isfactorily. The second approximation 
is based on tbe economie order quantity adapted. ta alJow backlagging. This 
approximation. in general , leads to very paar results. especially if the lead 
time yariation is large. The main drawback of tbe EOQ approximation is its 
inflexibility in dealing with inyentory si tuat ions in whieb the lead t imes are 
unreliable. 

1 Introduction 
\Ye consider the continuous re,·iew (s. q) invenlOry system with constant demand 
and slOchastic lead time. To exclude the possibility of crossing of orders. we in
trod uce a lead time mechanism in which batch arri,·als are allowed. That is, if a 
stackup of orders occurs at the supplier. all these orders will be deli,'ered in the 
same batch. For a detailed description of the model see Section 2. 

T he motivation for introdueing the present model is as follo"'s. Consider an 
(s. q) invenlOry sysiem in which the lead times are unreliable , and suppose that 
a request for a replenishment is made during the lead time of an order placed 
pre,·iously. If the successi'·e lead times of deli,·ery are assumed to be independent , 
then the new order may arri' ·e before the preeeding one. In a real business si tuation, 
however. crossing of orders rarely occurs. The fhst approach lO deal with this 
difficulty is to ignore the possibility that orders can cross. It is evident that such 
ignorance may lead lO an underestimation of the slOckout cos!. and hen ce to a 
considerable finaneialloss. espeeially if the lead time ' ·ariability is large. The second 
a pproach to get around the difficulty of crossing of orders is to require that the order 
quantity is sufficiently large, so that no additional replenishments are needed during 
an arbitrary lead time. This approach has for instance been taken by Kulcsár [4). 
(\\'e also refer to Sphicas and " asri [6). and Friedman [2), who derive for the model 
with constant demand and stochastic lead time a stochastic extension of the classic 
EOQ formula. Howe' ·er. the conditions they impose on the system parameters 
are ,·ery restricti '·e. f ur instance, they require, in analogy with Kulcsár, that the 
order quantity is suffieiently large 10 exclude crossing of orders.) Such a large order 



quantity, ho ... ever, ma)' result in high average inventory and backlogging levels, and 
hence also in high im'entory and backlogging costs, This is especially the case, 
if the lead time ,'ariability is large, In consequence, the second approach may 
also lead to a high financial loss, and is, therefore, not very useful for inventory 
systems in practice , The third approach 10 get around the problem of crossing 
of orders is to drop the assumption of independenee of the successh'e lead times , 
and to construct a lead time process in which orders cannot cross each other. The 
lead time process im'oh'ing simultaneous order arrivals , introduced in the present 
study, has the important property that crossing of orders is impossible, Although 
the lead time process being considered , in essence , is very simpie , it adequately 
describes man." im'entory systems that occur in practice, A frequently occurring 
situation that we obsen'ed in practice is namely as follo':'s, Assume that a retailer 
is ordering b)' a supplier that produces on order, A major souree of uncertainty 
from the retailer 's point of view , is the time that elapses until the supplier starts a 
production run to fulfil the retailer's order , When this time is long, follow-up orders 
are likel}' to occur , :-'Ioreo,'er , the concept can be generalized in several ways, of 
which some will be discussed in the conduding section, 

l-ntil now most attention in in ven tory theory has been paid to incorporating 
de mand ,'ariability, Analytic research of inventory systems with unreliable lead 
times is sparse , The main reason for this sparseness of attent ion is that it is difficult 
to incorporate lead time \'ariability into a t ractable model. In many studies dealing 
with single item im'entory s}'stems it is therefore assumed that the involved lead 
times are constant, If this is not the case in a real application, then ignoring lead 
time ,'ariabilitl' mal' lead to a ver}' high cost penalty and a poor system performance, 
For two case studies concerning the effects of ignoring lead time variabilit}', we 
refer the reader to \'inson 17) , and Kumar and Arora 15) , Gross and Soriano 13) 
condude that , in general. lead time ,'ariabilitl' has a much greater impact on s}'stem 
performance than demand ,'ariabilit)' (see also \ïnson 17)), For this reason we 
restriet ourseh'es to the model in which onl)' the lead times are unreliable, The 
incorporation of stochast ie demand into the model with simultaneous order arrivals 
will be left for future research, 

The main difficultl' of incorporating unreliable lead times into a traetabie model 
is that in a practical situation successi"e lead times are usually dependent of each 
other. Otherwise, it ma)' be possible that an order arri"es before the preceding one, 
",hich rarei)' occurs in practice, For a more extensh'e discussion of this aspect. we 
refer the reader again to \ïnson lï ) (see also the discussion abO\'e ), If successi,'e lead 
times are not mutually independent. the construction of the rele"ant cost function 
mal' be "er)' difficult. For the model with simultaneous order arri,'als we show that 
the cost function can be oblained in a straight forward manner. 

Consider the single item (s, q) in"entor)' sl'stem with stochastic demand and 
fixed lead time, :llost studies dealing with this model are based on the fundamental 
propert,' that the tot al demand during an arbitrary lead time is independent of 
the im'entory position at the beginning of this lead time, If Ihis property holds , 
the optimalorder strategl' can be determined once the (stationary) distributions 
of the inventory position and the lead time demand are known, (Commoni)', the 
inventory position at an arbitrary epoch is uniformi)' distributed on tbe integers 
s + I. s + 2 .... , s + q,) Federgruen and Zheng IJ) derive an efficient algorithm 
for computing the optimal order strategy, If the lead times are unreliable, the 
situation is mucb more complicated, The main problem is , because of tbe necessary 
no-crossing assumption , that successive lead times are not mutually independent. 
Zipkin 110) introduces a mechanism for the arrival of orders, which ensures that 
orders never cross, wbile in general lead times will be dependent, In essence, this 
mechanism guarantees that the onl}' orders outstanding at an arbitrary epoch are 
the orders placed during a random 'lead time' interval immediately preceding this 
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cpoch. If the lead times are generated according to this mechanism, the optima! 
order strategy can be determined by means of the a!gorithm described in Federgruen 
and Zheng [1J. The lead time process im'oh'ing simultaneous order arrivals cannot 
be characterized by means of the mechanism introduced by Zipkin. In the situation 
considered in this stud)', it is possible that orders placed during a random ' lead 
time ' inten'al immediately preceding an arbitrary epoch arri\'e be/ore this epoch. 
This beha\'iour \'iolates one of the assumptions made by Zipkin concerning the lead 
time mechanism. and hence . complicates an analysis based on the lead time demand 
considerably. For this reason we choose another and more direct approach to deal 
with the model inYOlYing simultaneous order arri\'a!s (see Section 3). 

Due to the simultaneous order arrival mechanism the cost function for the 
present model turns out to be discontinuous in the order quantity q. The determi
nation of the optima! order strategy requires the search of a possibly large number 
of regions of continuity. By exploiting the special structure of the problem we show 
in Section 4 that the optimum can be obtained in areasonabIe amount of time. 
Because of the discontinuous beha\'iour of the cost function we also consider two 
approximate solutions. The first approximation is based on a relatèd model witb a 
continuous cost function. It turns out that this continuous cost function , in genera!, 
is nonconvex. Essentially, this noncon\'exity is a consequence of the possibility tbat 
orders arrive simultaneously. We see a similar effect on the cost function wben the 
standard (3. q) model is genera!ized to the (s , nq) model to allow for random demand 
(see Federgruen and Zheng [IJ , and Zheng and Cben [9]) . In fact , the nonconvexity 
of the cost function for the (s , nq) model is a consequence of the possibility of or
dering an integer multiple of a base lot size. The second approximation is based on 
tbe economie order quantity adapted to allow backlogging. lt will turn out that this 
approximation. in genera!. leads to \'ery poor results. The reason for this poorness 
of the EOQ approximation is the invoh'ed fixed order quantity, wbich depends only 
on the im·entory. backlogging and ordering costs. but not on the lead time process. 
In contrast. the EOQ approximation for the standard (s ,q) model with stochast ic 
demand and fixed lead time yields a reasonably accurate result. Zheng [81 shows 
that the relati\'e error in cost of the EOQ approximation for this model is at most 
k· This contrast confirms the abo\'e-mentioned conclusion of Gross and Soriano [31 
that lead time \'ariability is more important than demand \·ariability. 

The organization of this study is as follows . In Section 2 we describe the inyen
tory model with simultaneous order arri\'als in detail. An expression for the cost 
function associated " 'ith this model is deri\'ed in Section 3. Due to the discontinu
ous beha\'iour of the im'oh'ed cost function . the determination of the optimalorder 
strategy requires special attention. This is discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
deri\'e a continuous approximation of the im'oh'ed cost function and show that the 
optimum of this approximation can be determined \·eryefficiently. The applicabil· 
ity of the model with simultaneous order arrh'als is studied in Section 6 by means 
of se\'eral numerical examples. In particular . a numerical comparison between the 
exact method and the approximate method is made. Finally, in Section 7 we discuss 
some generalizations. 

2 Model Description 
A single item (s.q) im'entory system is analyzed. The demand is determinist ic and 
occurs at a constant rate d. Eacb time the inventory position drops IQ le\'el 3 a new 
order of q units is placed with the supplier (s and q are the decision variables). It is 
assumed that it takes at least a fixed and nonnegatiye time 10 for each order to arrive, 
say a fixed bandling and transportation time. Tbe residua! lead time is assumed 
to be a stochastic \'ariable wbich in general depends on preceding lead times . To 
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a\'oid crossing of orders, we introduce the following dependenee with respect to thp 
suecessi\'e lead times, If at an order epoch t all orders placed previously have arrived 
or will arri\'e berore time t + 10 (note that 10 represents the minimallead time), then 
the lead time of the order placed at time t is a discrete stochastic variabie L defined 
at the points 10,1", .. , 1.\/_, with distribution 

PJ = PIL = IJ} , 

where the possible lead times are numbered in ascending order, that is , 10 < I, < 
,., < IM _" In partieular, the lead time of the order placed at time t is independent 
of preceding lead times, Let us call an order for ... hich the lead time has distribu
tion PJ a start-up order. The reason for this convention is made dear below, If 
at an order epach t all orders placed previausly but not yet arrived will not arri\'e 
befare time t + 10 , then the order placed at time t will be delivered simultaneously 
with the first order not yet arrived (necessarily a start-up order), An order incar
porated with preceding orders is called a fol/ow-up order. It indicates the situation 
that an additional order has to be placed , because the current inventory position 
is insufllcient to satisfy present and future demand , Consequently, if at time t a 
start-up order with lead time IJ is placed , then all orders placed during the time 
period ( t , t + IJ - 10 J will arrive simultaneously with this start-up order , For the 
lead time process introduced abave, it is easily verified that crossing of orders is 
exduded, 

In order to gain insight in the actual inventory process , we cansider the model 
described abave far a given order strategy s and q, It is supposed that at time 0 a 
new order is placed and all orders placed pre,'iously have arrived, Hence, the order 
plaeed at time 0 represents a start-up order, Suppose furtber that the lead time of 
this start-up order is gi \'en by IJ with j > 0, From the model description above it is 
eas il~' seen that all orders plaeed berare or at time IJ -10 will also arri\'e at time IJ' 
A typical realizatian of t he im'entary pracess is depicted in Figure 1. 

Or---~----~~------------~----~--------
~ G-~ G 

Im-entory position 

:\et inventory 

Figure 1: A realization of the im'entory process 
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For the realization depicted in Figure 1 it is seen that ~ orders arrive simultaneously 
a t time I) (1 start-up order and 3 follow-up orders), Since the lifth order is placed 
at a moment beyond I) - 10 , this order cannot be included in the batch arriving at 
time I), and hence will initiate a ne'" order sequence, From Figure 1 it is seen that 
there are no follow-up orders corresponding to this start-up order, and hence the 
fift h order arri"es singly, 

The cost structure is as follows, The iU\'entory and backlogging costs per unit 
per unit of time are gi \'en by Cl and C2, respecti\'ely, Each time a new order is 
placed an ordering cost of C3 is charged if this order represents a start-up order, and 
of c. if this order represents a follow-up order. \\'ithout restricting the generality 
it is assumed that C3 ~ c. ' This assumption reflects the fact that in practical cases 
(mak.,. to-order situations), it is usually less expensh'e to place a follow-up order 
than a start-up order, when transportation COStS are a1so included in the ordering 
cost factors, In that case the follow-up orders ha"e to bear a smaller part of the 
incorporated transportation costs, " 'hen the orders are send together. 

The model described above reflects the in\'entory system in many real business 
situations , Frequently, if a stackup of orders occurs at a factory, all these orders 
",ill be delivered in the same batch, So successi,'e lead times are rarely independent 
of each ot her , Ignoring this dependence may lead to an unreliable estimation of the 
expected total cost, and hence to a significant financial 1055, In the present study 
we deal explicitly with a certain kind of dependency bet,,'een successive lead times, 

3 Derivation of the Cost Function 
In this section we derh'e an expression for the long-run expected cost per unit of 
time associa ted with an arbitrary order strategy (5, q) , Suppose at time t a new 
start-up order is placed , Then the ill\'entory position at t ime t is equal to 5 and 
al l orders placed pre\'Ïously bu t not yet arri,'ed are bou nd to arri"e before time 
t + 10 (see the model description in the preceding section), Since the demand ra te is 
gi"en by d, it follows that the net ill\'entory at time t + 10 is equal to 5 - dlo, \\ïth 
regard to the order placed at t ime t. it is assumed that the net ill\'entory is affected 
by this order only af ter its a rri,'al. (In other words, the net in"entory process is 
assumed 10 be left continuous,) In particular. if the order placed at time t has a 
lead time of 10 , the net in\'elltory ",ill be increased by the q units belonging to this 
order immediatel,' after time epoch t + 10 , Let us suppose that the lead time of 
the start-up order placed at time t is gh 'en by I), The probabilit)' that such an 
ewnt occ urs is equal to p) ' Br dr finition of the lead time process (see preceding 
section), a ll additional orders placed during the time inten'al ( t , t + I) - 10 ) will 
arri,'e si mul taneously with the start-up order placed at time t , Since new orders 
a re placed at time epochs t + q/ d , t + 2q/ d, , the number of orders n) arri,'ing 
simultaneously a t time t + I) satisfies for ) =' 0" " ,_\J - 1 the relation: 

(n -1 )'1.<1 -10 <0 '1. , ) d - ) ) d (1) 

50 the batch arri ,'ing at time t + I) consists of o) q unit s, The first order which 
cannot be incorporated in this batch is generated at time t + n)q/ d , This order 
represents a new start-up order and will not arri ,'e before time t + n)q/ d + 10 , Br 
, 'irtue of relation (I ) we ha,'e 

q 
t + n)d + 10> t + I), 

so that the net iU\'entory at time t + n)q/ d + 10 is given bl' 

5 - d(n} ~ + 10) + n)q = s - dlo, 

(2) 

(3) 
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Again , it is assumed that the net iD\'entory level can be affected by the start
up order placed at time t + n)q/ d only af ter its arriva! , which does not occur 
before time t + n)q/ d + la , :'\ote tha t relation (2) also implies that the start
up order placed at time t + n )q/ d will arrive af ter the preceding batch has ar
ri,'ed, Consequently, the net inventories at time epochs t + 10 and t + n )q/ d + la 
a re equa!. lt is easily seen that the inwntory positions at these time epochs 
a re also equa!. lt follows that the inventory process from time t + n )q/ d + la 
onward is a proba bilistic replica of the iD\'entory process from time t + 10 onward , 
Since t he start-up order epoch t is chosen arbitrarily, it is seen that the inventory 
process is regenerat ive with respect to the successi" e times at wbich the net inven
tory is equal to 5 - dia, Let T denote an arbitrary time between two successive 
occurrences of sta te 5 - dia. a nd C t he tot a! cost during this interoccurrence time , 
By applying th e theory of regenera tive processes it now follows that the long- run 
expec ted cos t per unit of time K (5, q), associa ted with an order strategy (5, q), is 
gi"en by 

E{C} 
K (5, q) = E{T} ' (4) 

By using that the interoccurrence time T is equal to n)q/ d , if the lead time of the 
corresponding start-up order is equa! to I) , we obtain for the expected interoccur
rence time E{T} : 

Af-l 

E{T} = ~ L p) n), 
} = o 

(5 ) 

where the numbers n ) a re uniquely determined by relation (1), 
" 'e now com pute the expected cost E {C } during a n interoccurrence time , Sup

pose a start-up order is placed at t ime 0, Thus, the iD\'entory posit ion at time 0 
is eq ual to 5, \\ït h probability p) ' tbe corresponding lead t ime is given by 1), The 
num ber of orders n ) arr iving simulta neously at time I) is uniquely determined by 
relat ion (I ), Beca use the net iD\'entory at time 10 is equa l to 5 - dia, this epoch 
represents aregeneration epoch, The next regeneration occurs a t time n)q/ d + la 
(compare relation (3)) , so that the t ime inten 'al [10, n)q/ d + la J constitutes a n 
interoccurrence t ime, For the compu tat ion of the expec ted cost E {C) , we may 
res triet ourseh'es to t his t ime inten 'a!. \\'e ha,'e to distingu ish four different cases , 
which are depicted in Figure 2, By using this fi gu re the conditional expectations 
E { C I L = I) } are readily computed for the four different cases , For the case 
dia ~ 5 < dl" we obtain 

:\ote t hat for t his case the to ta llength of the periods wi th positi"e iD\'entory is given 
by 5/ d -I) + n)q/ d a nd the mean iD\'entory during these periods by (5 - dl) + n}q)/2 , 
whereas the length of t he period with negative inventory is gi" en by I} - 5/ d a nd 
the mean iD\'entory during this period by (5 - dl))/2 , Further, recall that for each 
sta rt-up order a fi xed cOSt of C3 is cha rged and for each follow-up order a fixed cost 
of c" ,-\.n alogously, we obtain : for the case s ~ dl), 

for t he case dl} - n )q ~ 5 < dia, 



J-dlu 

10 I, 10 

Case i: dlo :s 5 < dl) Case ii: 5 ~ dl ) 

I" 

S-d/ ,l s-d/" 

Figure 2: :\et ill\"entory process during an interoccurrence time 
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and for the case s < dl) - n)q, 

:\ote that in the last case demands are newr satisfied from on-hand inventory. By 
conditioning on the length of the lead time it now follo\\'s that the expected cost 
during the interoccurrence time [10, n)q/ d + 10 [ is giwn by 

.\1-1 

E{C} = L p)E{ C l L = I) } 
) =0 

(6) 

By the regenerati\'e character of the in\'entory process. expression (6) also repre
sents the expecled cost during an arbitrary interoccurrence time. Substituting the 
expressions (5) and (6) into expression (4), we obtain for the long-run expected cost 
per unit of time: 

",here IA stands for the indicator function of the ewnt .4 .. 
:\ext we discuss two important aspects of the cost fun ct ion K (s. q). From rela

lion (1) it is seen that the number of orders nJ corresponding to lead time IJ depends 
on q discontinuously. 50 the cost funclion I\ (s.q ) is also discontinuous in q. This 
discontinuous beha\'iour of the cos t function really sterns 'from the way it is decided 
",het her a new order can be included in the preceding batch, or whether it initiates 
a new order sequence. For example. consider the realization of the in\'entorr process 
depicted in Figure l. If the order quantity q is decreased until the fifth order is 
placed just before time I) -10 . then the expected cost during a crele time increases 
with an amount PJc" and the expected crele time with an amount pJq/ d. (Here 
it is assumed that the numbers n, wit h i "# j remain unchanged.) Br using rela
tion (4) it is readily \'erified that. in general . these increases lead to a non zero cost 
difference at the \'alue of q for which the fifth order is placed exactly at time I) -10 . 

(Actually, this \'alue is equal to d(l) - 10 )/ 4.) An example of the behaviour of a 
typical cost function is given in Figure 3. ",here a mesh plot in the neighbourhood of 
the optimum is depicled. This picture elearly illustrates the existence of break lines 
at ",hich certain jumps occur in the cost function. The discontinuous beha\'iour of 
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Figure 3: ~Iesb plot of a typical cost function near tbe optimum 

tbe cost function sligbtll' complicates tbe determination of tbe order strategy with 
minimal total cost . In the next section we study this problem in some detail. 

Let k (s. q) denote the cost function corresponding to the same model but witb 
the lead times IJ replaced by ij = IJ - 10, Then it is ea.sily verified bl' using 
expression (ï ) that 

k (s - dlo, q) = K (s. q). 

50 that the optimal order strategy for the general ca.se can be obtained bl' soh'ing 
the related model in which the minimum lead time is equal to O. 

4 M arginal Analys is 
Because the cost function K (s. q), deri"ed in (i) , is not continuous in q. the problem 
of finding the optimal order strategy requi res special attention. Let the lines f Jn 

for j = 1, ... .. \1 - 1 and n = 1, 2 .... be defined by 

f Jn = { (s .q) : nq = d(/J -/o)} . (8) 

!t is ea.sily "erified bl' using relation (1) that the lines f Jn represent lines of discon· 
tinuit)' of the cost function K (s , q ). :\ote thai some of the lines f J n mal' coincide. 
Tbese lines of discontinultl' can be clearI)' seen in the example plotted in Figure 3. 
The various boundary lines divide the s-q plane into horizontal strips . On eaeb strip. 
tbe cost funet ion K (s , q) is continuous. ~Ioreover. it can be shown that the cost 
function K (s . q) is com'ex on eacb strip. This implicates , among otber things , tbat 
a loeal optimum is also globaI . Tbe convexity property of the cost function K (s, q ) 
considerably simplifies tbe problem of finding tbe order slrategy with minimal total 
cost. 

The optimal solution of the overall problem wil! be obtained by solving the 
problem for each strip separately. It is noted tbat we may restrict our attention to 
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the finit e number of strips lying abol'e a certain boundary line. say q = qm;n with 
qm;n > O. since tbe tota! ordering cost in the remaining strips is too high for finding 
the optimum is these strips (compare the term c.d/ q occurring in expression (7) ). 
Because the number of strips to be searched may be quite large, the application of 
a genera! procedure to find the optimum in each strip may require a large amount 
of computation time. and hence. restricts the usefulness of the model considerably. 
However, by using the specia! structure of the problem. the optimum in each strip 
can be determined I'erv effi cientlv. This is shown below. 

Consider an arbitr~ry strip { (s. q) : ql :s q :s q, } witb ql < q, in which the 
cost function K (s. q) is continuous. The numbers nJ are constant in this strip and 
uniquely determined by relation ( I ). Differentiating (7) with respect to s yields 

{ 

,\I-I 

fsK (s, q) = C,:'+I
C2 L PJ(s - dl)) 

q L )=o p) n) )=0 
dlJ-n1q$.J<dI J 

+q L Pl n) [I.J~dIJ -n J q - _C_
2
_] . 

M-I } 

)=0 Cl + C2 
(9) 

1t is not difficult to verify that the function (8 / 8s )K (s, q) with q fixed is a piecewise 
linear , continuous and increasing function in s. Since 

[ ~K(s.q)] = -c" as J=-q+dlo 

[ fsK(s ,q)] _ = Cl , 
J -dl.\I_1 

it is seen that. for fixed q. the function (8/8s) K (s. q) possesses a unique zero s(q) 
in the inten'al ( - q + dlo. dl .\/ _I) ' This zero can be easily determined by reduc
ing the piece\\'ise linear equat ion (8/8s) K (s. q) = 0 to a (simpie) linear equation 
by means of bisection with respec t to s . The zero s(q). in turn , is a continuous 
and piecewise linear fun ction of q. which can be sho\\'n by using again the equa
tion ta/8s) K (s. q) = O. Obl·iously. the zero s(q) represents the optimalorder level 
corresponding to a fi xed order quantity q. It is noted th at for the order st rat
egy (s(q) . q) the sen 'ice lel'el (fraction of demand to be satisfi ed from on-hand 
inwntory) is equal to cd(cl + C2)' This can be shown as follo\\'s. By using Figure 2 
the average time of positil'e inl'entory during a regenerat ion cycle is easily com
puted. The long-run expected sen'ice lel'el then follo\\"s by dividing the resulting 
expression bI' the expected cyde time. For s = s(q), the resulting expression for 
the sen'ice lel'el reduces to C2/(CI + C2). (For a similar deril'ation see Section 3.) 

For the determination of the optimum of the cost function K (s. q) in the re
gion {(s. q) : ql :s q :s q2 }. it obl'iously suffices to take s = s(q ). Substituting 
s = s(q) into expression (7) and using that s(q) is a zero of (8 /8s) K (s. q). we 
obtain af ter a lengthy but st raight forward computation: 

with 

K (q) := K (s(q). q) = ao + alq + a2 ~ . 
q 

(10) 
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where L' indicates summation owr all j satisfying the condition dl) - nJq ~ s(q ) < 
dl). By using that the zero s(q) is a continuous and piecewise Iinear function 
of q (see above), it is not difficult to verify that the functions ao. a, and a2 are 
piecewise constant. 50 that the function K (q) is a piecewise rational function of q. 
:'\ote that a2 > 0 in each piece , "'bicb follo .. ·s by applying tbe Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality. It can be shown that the .function K(q) is continuously differentiable on 
the interval [q" q2 [. This implies , since a2 > 0, that the function K(q) is convex 
on the interval [q" q2 J. The last conclusion also follows from the convexity of the 
cost function K (s , q) in each region of continuit)'. 

Because of the convexity of the function K(q) , the optimum of the cost func
tion K (s , q) in the reg ion { (s , q) : q, ~ q ~ q2 } can now be determined as follows. 
\\'e have to distinguisb three cases: 

1. If K '(qd ~ 0, the optimum lies on the lower boundary of the region and is 
given by (s (q.) , q.) . 

2. If K' (q2) ~ 0, the optimum lies on the. upper boundary of the region and is 
gi"en by (s( q2 ), q2) ' 

3. If K '(q, ) < 0 and K' (q2 ) > 0, the optimum lies in the interior of the region . In 
this case. the optimalorder quantit)' can be found by reducing the piecewise 
rational equation K '(q) = 0 to a (simpie) rational equation by means of bisec
tion \\'ith respect to q. and then soh'ing the resulting rational equation . The 
corresponding optimalorder le"el now immediately follows from the equation 
(8 / 8s )1\(s. q) = O. because the indicator functions I'<dl , and I'?, dl, -n,. are 
both known at the optimum (compare expression (9)). 

In summary. the overall optimum can be found bl' di\'iding the s- q plane into 
horizontal strips of continuity. and then soh'iog the problem for each strip separatei)' 
by using the method described above. If the number of strips to be searched is 
not too large. this solution procedure yields the optimalorder strategy within a 
reasonable amount of computation time. For most strips it is suflicient to determine 
the optimalorder le"el corresponding to the lower or upper boundary of the strip , 
and to check condition K '( q.) ~ 0 or K' (q2) ~ O . . -\ significant reduction in the 
number of strips to be searched is achie"ed bl' restricting the search to integer order 
quantities only, 50 that strips containing no integer order quantity can be skipped. 
Clearll' this is allowed . since in practical situations only integer order quantities are 
of interest. It is noted that in Section 6 we encounter some numerical examples 
for which the number of strips to be searched is very large, 50 that, although the 
optimum in each strip can be determined very efficiently, tbe tot al time required 
to find the overall optimum may be considerable. For this reason we derive in the 
next section a continuous approximation of the cost function K(s , q) . 
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5 A Continuous Approximat ion 
The inventory model studied in the preceding sections gives rise to a discontinuous 
cost function K (s. q) . For this model. the order strategl' with minimal tOtal cost 
can be determined bl' dividing the s-q plaoe into horizontal strips, such that the 
invol" ed cost funetion is continuous in each strip , and then soh'ing the problem for 
each strip separatell'. It is noted that for se"eral cases the total variation of the 
im'olved cost function with respect to q is small in a large region contaioing the 
overall optimum, and as a consequence, the total variation of the optima! va!ues 
eorresponding to the strips in this region is small also. For such cases, the solution 
method described in the preceding section may require a considerable amount of 
eomputation time, if the region of small "ariability eontains a large number of 
s trips. Howe' ·er. the relative robustness of the optimal solution with respect to 
the order quantity q, immediateIl' suggests that an approximate solution may l'ield 
satisfactorl' results . In the present section "'e discuss an approximation based on a 
related model with a continuous cost function . 

We first describe the im'entory model underll'ing the approximation . The de
mand is assumed to be deterministic with a constant rate d. The order strategl' 
is as follows. Suppose at time t the inventory position drops to level s .... ·i all 
orders placecl pre"iousll' have arrived or will arrive before time t + 10 , A~,un it 
is assumed that it takes at least a fixed time la for an order to arrive. T hen at 
time t a new order of variabIe size is placed with the supplier . The size of th is order 
depends on the length of the corresponding lead time. We assume that t he lead 
time of the order placed at time t is a stochast ic variabIe L with discrete distri
bution p] = P{ L = I] }, where the possible lead times are numbered in ascending 
order. that is . 10 < 1I < ... < lAf-I . IC the lead time of the order plaeed at time t 
is equal to I) . then the number of units to be deli" ered at time t + I] is equal 
to q + d(l ) - la). where q de not es a positive decision ,'ariabIe. Xote that the order 
quantitl' is chosen su eh that the net im'entory immediateil' af ter the time of delivery 
is equal to s + q - dia. 50 bl' using a variabIe order quantitl', the net im'entory at 
the conc1usion of a deli"ery is always the same. The next order will be plaeed at 
the first epoch af ter time t + I) -10 at whieh the inventory posi tion drops to level s , 
so that orders ne"er cross each ot her. 

In aeeordance with the main model deseribed in Section 2, we impose the fol
lowing cost st ru cture upon the present model. The inventory and backlogging costs 
per unit per unit of time are fixed and given by Cl and C2 , respectively. The replen
ishment cost per order depends on the length of the corresponding lead time. ),'ote 
that for an order with lead time I) . the total order quantitl' is gh'en bl' q+d(l) -10)' 
It is assu med that for the first q units inmlved in an order a fixed cost of C3 is 
charged, and for each additional number of q unil s (in general noninteger) a fixed 
cost of c, . Henee. the total replenishment cost for an order with lead time I) is 
gh'en by 

C3 + d(l ) -10)C4' 
q 

(11 ) 

),'ote that for the model st udied in the preeeding seetions. the total replenishment 
eost incurred per batch is equal to C3 + ( n ) - 1)c" if this batch consists of n ) orders, 
From relation (1) it is now seen that, if the first order in a batch has lead time I), 
expression (11 ) represents a continuous approximation of the tOt al replenishment 
cost associated with this batch. 

The cost function for the present model can be deri"ed in an analogous wal' as 
for the main model. Denote by KI (s, q) the long- ru n expected cost per unit of time 
associated with an order strategy (s. q). :'\ote that an order strategy consists of an 
order level s and a minimum order quantity q. Since the net inventory immediately 
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af ter a deli\'ery is always equa! to s + q - dlo fsee abo\'e) , the net in ven tory process is 
regenerati\'e with respect to the successi\'e times of order deliveries. Hence. for the 
derÏ\'ation of the cost function K, (s. q), we may restrict ourseh'es to a regeneration 
cyele .. -\nalogously as in Section 3. by conditioning on the length of the lead time, 
an expression for the expected cost during a regeneration cyele can be derived . It is 
easily \'erified that the expected cyele length is given by E{L}-Io+ q/d. By dividing 
the resulting ex pression for the expected cost during a cyele by the expected cyele 
length. we obtain for the cost fun ct ion K ds , q): 

. c, ) dc, h ,(s.q ) = - (25 + q - dE{L) - dlo +-2 q 

(12) 

where var (L ) stands for the variance of the lead time . It is easily seen that the 
cost function Kds. q) is continuous in both variables . "ote tbat , if the lead time 
\'ariability is large . the cost function Kds . q) is not convex. The nonconvexity 
of the cost function Kds . q) slightly complicates the determination of the order 
strategy with minima! total cost. Below we dea! with this problem in some detail. 
The analysis proceeds along the same lines as the margina! analysis for the cost 
function K (s. q). discussed in the preceding section. 

\"e first reduce the cost minimization problem with respect to the variables s 
and q to one in ",hich the \'ariable s is eliminated. Differentiating (12) witb respect 
to s we obtain 

(13) 

It is not diffieult to see that the deri\'ative (8j8s)Kds. q) with q fixed is a piecewise 
linear. eonti nuous and inereasing function in s. Since 

8 . c, + C2 ( ) 
as h ds.q ) = c,+ dE{ L}-dlo +q s -dE{L} :5-C2 , 

for s :5 -q + dia. and 

8 . 
as h ds, q) = Cl, 

for s ~ dl .lr _,. it follo\\"s that. for fixed q. the function (8 / 8s )h', ( s.q) possesses a 
unique zero s,'( q) in ,he inten'al ( -q.,. dlo, dI M _, J. This zero can be easily deter
mined by reducing the piecewise linear equation (8j8s)Kds. q) = 0 to a (simpie) 
linear equation by means of bisection \I'i th respect to s. The zero SI (q), in turn , is a 
eontinuous and piecewise linear function of q. which can be shown by considering a 
q-inten'al on \\"hieh the indicator fun ction (sdq) < diJ) is constant. and then solv
ing the equation (8j8s) K tis , q) = 0 for s on this inten·al. :\ote th at the zero sl(q) 
represents the optima! order level corresponding to a fixed order quantity q. 

For the determination of the optimum of the cost function KI (s, q), it obviously 
su ffices to take s = sdq). Substituti ng s = sdq) into expression (12) and using 
tha t SI (q) is a zero of (8/8s)K I (s , q). we obtain af ter a lengtby but straigbtfor\\"ard 
com pu tation: 
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wi th 

",here I:' indicates summat ion o"er all j satisfying the condition sdq) < dl) . By 
using that the zero s, (q) is a continuous and piecewise linear function of q (see 
above). it is not diflicult to verify that the functions bo, b" b2 and bJ are piecewise 
constant. so that tbe function K d q) is a piecewise rationa! function of q. :--Ioreover , 
it cao be shown that the function K, (q) is continuously differentiable. Because the 
coeflicient bJ mal' be negative. the cost funetion K, (q) is , in genera! , not convex. As 
a consequence , this function mal' have se"eral optima. Due to the special form of the 
cost function K, (q ), the intervals on ",hieh the function K d q) is convex cao be easily 
identified. Then by computing the optimum in eacb interval of cODvexity, the overall 
optimum can be obtained. ,,"ote that , since the function K ,(q) is continuously 
differentiabie. the intervals on wbich the function K, (q) is concave need not to be 
considered. In the following "'e will describe the optimization procedure in some 
detail. 

Consider an inten'al [q,.q2 ] on which the coeflicients ba. bl o IJ., and bJ are con
stant. Differentiating (14 ) t",ice with respect to q we obtain 

" 1 1 !\ , (q ) =b,-b22 -bJ ., . 
q (q + dE{ L) - dlor 

r. -"( {I I} I\ ,q) =2b2J +bJ J' 
q (q+dE{L}-dla) 

To det ermine the subinten'al on which the function K, (q) is com'ex , we distinguish 
tWQ cases: 

1. b2 + bJ 2: 0: In this case. K;' (q ) > 0 for q > O. so that the function f\' d q ) is 
com'ex on the entire inten'al [q,. q2 ]. 

2. bo + bJ < 0: In this case. the second deri"ati"e f\' ;'\ q) has a unique zero ( 
in (0. x ). which is gi"en by 

( = dE{ L) . 
;; -bJ / b2 - I 

Obviously. K ;'( q ) > 0 for q < ( and K ;' (q ) < 0 for q > ( . lt follows that. 
if (2: q2. the function K , (q ) is convex on the entire inten 'al [q" q, J; if q, < 
« q2 , the function K, (q ) is com'ex on the subinterval [q,.(J ; and if ($ q" 
there does not exist a subinterval of [q" q, ] on which the function K, (q) is 
convex. 

Consequently. the subinterval of [q,. q, ] on ",hich the function Kt (q) is convex. if 
any. can be easily identified . For the case such a subinterval exists, the optimum 
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in this subinten 'al can be obtained as follows . If the tirst derh'ath'e K; (q) does not" 
change sign on this subinterval. then the optimum is gi\'en by one of its endpoints . 
If the tirst deri\'ati\'e K; (q) does change sign on this subinterval , then the optimljm 
lies in t he interior of the int en 'al and can be fOllnd by sol ving the rational equa
tion K; (q) = 0 numerically. This equation wil! be soh'ed by applying a combination 
of the met bod of biseetion and :\ewton 's metbod , which yields the optimum very 
fast. 

In conclusion . the Q\'erall optimum of ~be cost function Kt (s , q) can be obtained 
by considering the pieee",ise rational function Kt (q). The overall optimum of the 
fun ction K ,(q) can be determined by distinguishing tbe intervaIs on ",bich the 
coefficients bo, bI. IJ., and b:J are constant. in particular the subintervals , if any, on 
which the fun ction K I(q) is convex. and then solving the pro blem for each interval 
separately. The way to compute each local optimum has been described abo\·e. 
Because there are at most i\l subinten'als on ",hich the function K ,(q) is convex 
(compare expressions (14) and (15)). the solution procedure to tind the optimum 
of the cost function K ,(q) is verr efficient . Once the optimal order quantity has 
been obtained. the corresponding optimalorder le\'el then immediately follows from 
the equation ({)/{)s)KI(s ,q) = 0, because the indicator function [ ,<dl , is known a t 
the optimum (compare expression (13)). Hence, the optima! order strategy for "ne 
model ",ith a continuous cost function can be determined very efficiently. 

6 Numerical Results 
In o rder to gain insight in the applicability of the inventory model in whicb orders 
may arrh'e simultaneously. several numerical cases are considered. In partieular , 
we in\'estigate the effecti\'eness of the method. described in Seetion 4 . tO compute 
the o ptimal solution . This in\'estigation includes a numerical comparison bet ween 
the exact met hod and the approximate method , discussed in the preceding section. 
For some cases we also make a comparison with an approximation based on the 
economic order quantity with backlogging. 

The model with simultaneous order arrivals has been mainly introd uced to deal 
with in\'entory situations in which the lead times are verr uncertain (see Section I ). 
To iIIustrate this mot ivation. we tirst study the effect of the order quantity on the 
\'arious cost components. In th e seq uel we denote by c the row \'ector consist ing 
of the four cost coeffi cients Cl. C2 , C3 and c,: by I the row \'ector consisting of the 
lead times 10 . 11 .... . 1.\/ -1 ; and by P the row vector consisting of the lead time 
probabilities Po. PI . ... . P .I/_I · The expectation and squared coeffi cient of \'ariation 
of t he lead time L a re denoted by E{L} and cL. respecti \·ely. :\ote that L represents 
the lead time of a start-up order and no t that of an arbitrary o rder , which depends 
on the choice of the deeision \·ariables . Further we introduce 

B := o~~ai~_1 d(l) -10 ), 

From relat ion ( I ) it is easily \'eritied that B denotes the lower bound o n the o rder 
quantit\, to ensure that no additional orders are placed during an arbitrary lead 
time. The tirst numericai example concerns the following model: 

d = 100. 

e = [0 .05 , 0 .95.100.50] , 

1= [1.2,56] , 

P = [0.4.0.4.0.2], (16) 

with E{L} = 12.4 and ei = 3.09. This example refleets an inventory situation 
in whieh most orders can be delh'ered within two days from a nearby depot , but 
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Figure 4: Effect of order quantit)' on cost components 

when this depot is out of stock. the required units ha"e to come from aremate 
depot. resulting in a long lead time of delh·ery. For model (16) , t he optimal order 
le" els (q) are computed for "arious \'alues of q. :'\ote that .(q) denotes the root of 
a piecewise linear equation. \\'hich can be easily sol\'ed by bisection (see Section 4). 
The ifl\·entor)'. backlogging. (total ) ordering and total costs associated with the 
order strateg)' (.(q).q) are then determined by using the expression (7) for the cast 
function K ( •. q ). In Figure ~ we display the obtained results. From this figure it 
is c1early seen that the requirement q ~ B leads to high in\'entory and backlogging 
casts . and hence also tO a high tatal cast. In this case , the cast increase due to 
the requirement q ~ Bis approximately 8~ .7% . 50 it is \'er)' profitable to allo\\' 
also order quantities q < B. It is noted that. in general. the relati\'e difference in 
cast between the optimum in q ~ Band the o\'erall optimum increases as the lead 
time "ariability increases . In conclusion. the order restriction q ~ B may lead to a 
high COSt penalty. and is. therefore, an impractical war to ensure that orders cannot 
cross f?ach ot her . 

The in\'entorr model. introduced in the present study. gi"es rise to a discon
tinuous cost function K ( •. q). The optimal solution is obtained br dh'iding the 
.-q plane into horizontal strips of continuity. and then soh'ing the problem for each 
strip separately. The met had to compute the optimum in each strip has been de
scribed in Section ~ . We recall that the search for the optimum is restricted to 
integer order quantities only. The strips are sequentially searched in a downward 
manner starting with the strip {q : q > B} . The procedure is stopped, ",hene"er 
the upper bound of the strip being considered is less than some prespecified ,·a!ue. 
l'nless stated otherwise. the minimum allo\\·able order quantity is chosen equal to 
the demand d per unit of time. For example, applying this stop criterion to the case 
considered in Figure 4, results in a total number of 56 strips to be searched and a 
total computation time of 3.2~ seconds .. -\11 numerical computations have been per-
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formed on an IB~I computer with a 386 processor ( 16-~lHz) aod a 387 coprocessor. 
The reasons for introducing a minimum order quantity are the following: Firs't , in 
real business situations , because of transportation or production considerations. the 
supplier usually specifies a minimum allowable order quaotity. (The supplier may 
also require that replenishment quaotities are integer multiples of a certain packing 
unit. The cost consequences of this restriction is studied at the end of tbis section.) 
Second. because the ordering cost dominates only for very small q (see Figure 4) , 
and the number of discontinuities of the cost function K (s. q) increases without 
bound as the order quantity q tends to 0 (compare expression (8»), a stop criterion 
based on the behaviour of the cost function may result in a very large number of 
strips to be searched. For example, if the procedure is continued until the ordering 
cost coeflicient c.d/ q (compare expression (7» exceeds the optimal cost obtained 50 

far , the solution of the case considered in Figure 4 requires the search of 120 strips 
with a total computation time of 7.80 seconds. 

We now investigate the performance of the solution method . This aspect is 
of interest, because the number of strips to be searcbed may be quite large. In 
particular . we compare the exact metbod with two approximate methods. Tbe first 
approximate method is based on usi~g the optimal order quantity according to the 
model with continuous cost function . discussed in tbe preceding section, wbile tbe 
second is based on using the economic order quaotity adapted to allow backJogging, 
which is given bl' 

q= 
2dc3(C, + C2) 

C~C2 

The optimal order levels corresponding to both order quantities are computed by 
soh'ing the piecewise linear equation (8j8s) K (s. q) = 0 (see Section 4). "ote that 
for the first metbod we have not used the equation (8/8s) K ,(s. q) = 0, because this 
would lead to a slightly less accurate approximation. The order strategies obtained 
in these wa)'s are then substituted into tbe expression (7) for the main cost function 
10 find the associated costs. The second met hod reBects tbe approach gene rally 
used in practice 10 deal with uncertainty in the lead times. In order to reduce 
the model complexity. howe,·er. it is usually assumed that orders cannot cross each 
ot her. If this assumption holds. then for a fixed order quantit)' (mostir EOQ ), the 
corresponding order le"el that achie"es the requi red lew I of customer sen'ice cao be 
obtained by soh'ing a ser\'Îce equation. Because this approach is comparabie with 
the second approximate method. the numerical result; to be presen ted shortil'. also 
giw some insight in the ci rcumstances under ",hich the ser\'Îce equation approach 
yields satisfactory resu lts . 

\\'e first compare the results obtained by the three metbods for lead time distri
butions with the same expectatioD but with different coeflicients of mriation . In the 
sequel. the order strategies according 10 the continuous and EOQ approximations 
are denoted by order strategy I and order strategy 2, respecti ' ·ell'. The comparison 
is carried out for the follo",ing model family : 

d = 100. 

C = [0.05.0.95.100.50). 

1= [0 , 7.141) , 
' 2 . 

P = [0 .05j, 1- 0.12/_ 1.0.05 2/_ J (17) 

where the parameter 1 is varied from I up to 13. It is easill' verified that E{L} = 7 
and cL = 0.lj2 . The numerical results for model family (17) are presented in 
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Table I : Comparison of optimalorder strategy and order strategy I for model 
family ( Ii ) 

optimal order strategy order strategy 1 re/ative 
difference 

ei s q K t SI q, K, t, (K,-K )IK 

0.1 687 895 ~6 . 7 1.0 675 589 51.3 0.4 9.9 x 10- 2 

OA 677 1764 89.3 1.8 910 1181 94 .5 OA 5.8 x 10- 2 

0.9 660 2701 135.8 2.5 695 206i 139.1 0.4 2.4 x 10-2 

1.6 6~0 3657 183.2 3.2 681 3017 186.6 0.4 1.8 x 10-2 

2.5 61i ~622 230.9 3.9 660 3985 233A OA l.l x 10-2 

3.6 590 5593 278.8 4.i 636 ~963 280.7 0.4 7.0 x 10- 3 

4.9 558 6570 326.7 5.2 607 5948 328.3 0.4 4.8 x 10-3 

6.4 521 7552 374.6 5.8 573 6939 375.9 0.4 3.5 x 10-3 

8.1 4ï6 85~2 422.6 6.5 532 7938 423.7 0.4 2.6 x 10-3 

10.0 421 95~0 470.4 7.5 482 89-16 471.4 0.4 2.0 x 10-3 

12.1 353 10549 518.3 8.1 419 9965 519.1 0.4 1.5 x 10-3 

I~A 265 11575 566.0 8.6 339 llOOI 566.7 0.5 1.2 x 10- 3 

16.9 150 1262~ 613.5 9.7 232 12060 61~ . 1 0.4 9.7 x 10- 4 

100 .---~-----r----~----T-----r---~-r---r----~--~ 

I 
0 order strategy 1 
+ order strategy 2 

10·' 

10-' 
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Figure 7: Relative errors in cost of order strategies I and 2 for model family (17) 
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Figures 5. 6 and 7. and in Table 1. In Figures 5 and 6 we display for tbe cases 
corresponding tO) = 5 and j = 10 the cost functions K (q) and KI (q), whicb are 
introduced in (10) and ( H ), respectively. In Table I the numerical results obtained 
bl' tbe exact method and by tbe first approximate met bod are compared. !'ote that 
K and KI represent tbe costs associated with the optimal and the approximate 
order strategy. that is. K = K(s(q).q) and KI = K (s(qtl , qt} . Further , the times 
required to compute the optimal and the approximate solution are denoted by tand 
tI . Figure ï shows the relati\"e errors in cost of both approximate methods against 
the coefficient of lead time ,o.riation , on a logarithmic scale, for model farnily (17). 

\Ye start with a discussion of the cost functions K (q) and K ,(q), plotted in 
Figures 5 and 6. It is concluded again tbat it mal' be attracti"e to allo .. ' also 
order quantities q < B . Howe,·er. for the cases considered in tbese figures . the 
cost increase owing to tbe order restriction q ~ B is less significant tban for th.e 
case considered in Figure 4. (In fact. the cost increases are about 9.2 % and 8.0 %, 
respec ti \"ely.) Concerning the cost functions , displayed in Figures 5 and 6, it is 
concluded that tbe continuous approximation K I (q) is quite accurate. Notice that 
the cost function K ,(q) is non convex for both cases . In essence , this beha"iour is 
a consequence of the discontinuity of the cost function K(q) . For most inventory 
situations, the (continuous) cost function K, (q) represents a fairly accurate approx
imation of the (discontinuous ) cost function K (q) . However, there exist situations 
for ",hich the function K,(q ) )'ields a poor approximation . In particular , the de vi
ation from the cost function K (q) may be considerable, if the order quantity q is 
large. (For instance. this is the case for tbe model corresponding to j = 1. ) The 
question whether the approximation procedure, discussed in the preceding section. 
can be refined to obtain a fit \\'ith a higher degree of accurateness , is beyond the 
scope of the present stud)'. 

For the cases considered in Figures 5 and 6. the optimum of the cost func
tion K , (q) yields a quite good approximation of the optimum of the cost func
tion K (q). Because of the abo'·e. this is of course to be expected. In contrast , the 
EOQ approximation is "er)' poor for both cases resulting in a high cost penalty. 
This is a consequence of the fact that the EOQ approximation takes no account of 
lead time \·ariabilit)'. For the two examples it turns out that , because of the high 
lead time "ariabilities (ci = 2.5 and ci = 10.0. respecti\"ell' ), the order quantity 
which minimizes expected total cost is much larger than the (adapted) economic 
order quantitl'. Howe' ·er. it is also possible that the EOQ approximation o"eres
timates tbe optimalorder quantity. For example. the optimal order quantitl' and 
adapted economic order quantity corresponding to the model considered in Figu re 4 
are gi"en bl' 262 and 6~9. respecti\"ely. 

\Ye no\\" discuss the effi ciency of the two approximate methods. From Table I it 
is seen tbat the effon required ro compute the optimal solution increases as the lead 
time '-ariation increases . (:\ote that all computation times are gi\"en in seconds.) 
In "ie\\' of the discontinuous beha\'iour of the cost function K (s , q). resulting in a 
large number ·of strips to be searcbed ",hen the lead time \"ariability is large, this 
effect on the total effon is of course te be expected. In contrast. the effort required 
to compute the approximation based on a continuous cost function remains nearly 
constant and is compara ti\"ell' smal!. For this approximate met bod onl)' a few con
"ex regions. in genera!. need to be searcbed. It is noted that the effort required 
to compute the EOQ approximation , which is not considered in Table 1, is negligi
bIe. For tbis method only the optimal order le\"el corresponding to the (adapted ) 
economic order quantitl' need to be computed. In conclusion , both approximate 
metbods require considerably less computation time than the exact method . 

For the cases considered in Table 1, tbe relati\"e error of the approximation based 
on a continuous cost function decreases as the lead time "ariation increases . Furtber. 
the approximate result s are quite accurate except when the lead time '-ariation 
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is toa smal!. This exception on the applicability of the approximation, howe"er , 
is na real drawback, because the time required to compute the exact solution is 
reasonably small for the case with moderately varying lead times, ~loreover , the 
model invoh'ing simultaneous order arri,'als has been de,'eloped mainly to deal with 
situations in which the lead times are , 'erl' uncertain , From Figure 7 we see that , for 
all cases considered , the second approximation , based on the (adapted ) economic 
o rder quantitl', yields a paar result and is less accurate than the lirst approximation, 
Because an error of approximately 10 % mal' lead to a bigh cast penalty, tbe EOQ 
approximation is, in 'general , inappropriate for situations with uncertain lead times, 
This inappropriateness of the EOQ approximation is explained by the involved fixed 
order quantitl', which depends onll' on the inventory, backlogging and orde ring costs 
but not on the lead time process (see also the above discussion concerning Figures 5 
and 6 ), . 

[t is apparent from Table I that the caSt penalty due to lead time variabilitl' mal' 
be very high . " o te that the total cast for t he case the lead times are constant is given 
bl' 30.8, Hence, the profits to be gained by reducing' the lead time variability may 
be enormous . (For instance, bl' setting up a close relationship with the supplier, on 
a mutual beneficial basis .) In the present studl' we deal with the inventory situation 
where (high ) lead time variation cannot be avoided . 

\\'e next compare the numeri cal results obtained bl' the three methods for vary
ing e.,,<pected lead time. The comparison concerns the following model family : 

d = 100. 

c = [0.01.0.19,50.25), 

I = [ 1.2 . 3 , 4,5.I~j - 7.14j,14j + 7), 
1086~2121 

p= [35 ' 35'35 ' 35 ' 35 ' 28 ' 28'28 )' (18) 

where the pa rameter) is varied from 1 up to 13 . [t is easily verified that E{L} = 
2 + 2j and cL = (6/ - 2j + 11 / 8) / (j + I l'. The numerical results for model 
family (18) are presented in Table 2 and Figure 8. [n Table 2 we compare the exact 
method and the first approximate method , Figure 8 shows the relati"e cast errors of 
both approximate methods against the expected lead time, on a logarithmic scale , 
for model family (18). The following concl usions are made . 

From Table 2 it is seen that the tim e required to compute the exact salut ion 
increases as the expected lead time increases, whereas the time required to compute 
the lirst approximation remains nearly constant and is comparatively smalI. A 
similar conclusion holds with regard to the cases considered in Table I (see above). 
" otice tbat for model family (18) the ,'ariation of the lead time increases with 
increasing expectation, which is a simp Ie consequence of the fact that only th e long 
lead times are varied . The (slight ) increase of tbe computation times in comparison 
with those in Table I is mainly due to the increase in tbe number of different lead 
times. 

[t is e"ident from Figure 8 that , for all cases considered , tbe results obtained 
bl' the first approximate method are "erl' good and more accurate tban those ob
tai ned bl' met bod 2. For most cases, the EOQ approximation has an error of about 
JO % resulting in a high cost penalty. 50 we conclude again that , in general, the 
EOQ approximation is inappropriate to deal with inventor~' situations in which the 
lead times are "ery uncertain. In contrast , the results obtained by the approximate 
method based on a continuous cost function are mostly very satisfactory, Con
sequently, in iD\'entory situations witb lead time uncertainty where a small cost 
penalty is acceptable, the first approximate met bod is generally preferabie, because 
this method requires considerably less computation time tban tbe exact method. 
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Table 2: Comparison of optimal order strategy and order st rategy 1 for model 
family (18) 

optim al order strategy order strategy 1 relative 
difJerence 

E{ L} ei. s q K t S I ql Kl ti (K l-K )IK 

4.0 1.3 962 1300 20.0 2.0 986 1253 20.0 0.6 4.3 x 10-' 

6.0 2.4 245-1 940 30.0 4.3 2467 918 30.0 0.5 1.0 x 10-' 

8.0 3.1 3885 686 38.0 6.3 3880 639 38.2 0.5 5.4 x 10-3 

10.0 3.6 5275 459 45.2 8.2 5255 503 45.2 0.6 l.l x 10-3 

12.0 3.9 6604 406 51.9 10.0 6585 437 52.1 0.5 3.7 x 10-3 

14 .0 4.2 7912 401 58.6 11.8 7896 400 59.2 0.5 1.0 x 10-2 

16.0 4.4 9217 405 65.2 13.3 9219 377 65.5 0.5 5.2 x 10-3 

18.0 4.6 10524 401 71.8 14 .9 10536 360 71.9 0.5 2.6 x 10-3 

20.0 4.7 11847 407 ï 8.3 16.6 11862 348 78.4 0.6 6.9 x 10-' 

22.0 4.8 13177 409 84.9 17.9 13184 339 85.7 0.5 9.2 x 10-3 

24 .0 4.9 14523 348 91.4 19.8 14516 331 92.3 0.5 9.1 x 10-3 

26.0 5.0 15849 356 98.1 21.0 15848 326 98.9 0.6 7.5 x 10- 3 

28.0 5.0 17184 342 104.7 22.7 17182 321 105.3 0.5 5.8 x 10-3 

10° 

I 
0 order st rategy 1 

+ order strategy 2 

10·' 

-
-
~ 

1 0·~ 

l' 

10·' 

10"· '-----~ ........ ----'----~---~----~----' 
o 10 15 20 25 30 

expectation lead time 

Figure 8: Relati,"e errors in cost of order strategies 1 and 2 for model family (18) 
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Table 3: InBuence of minimum order si ze and paeking size on total eost 

minim.um packing optimalorder strategy relative cost 
order sile size s q K t increase 

64 1 6846 231 219.7 21.1 0.0 x 10-0 

4 6844 232 220.2 17.6 2.4 x 10-3 

16 6852 224 220.2 15.5 2.4 x 10-3 

64 6820 256 221.2 14.3 6.8 x 10-3 

256 1 6827 346 220.7 7.6 4.6 x 10-3 

4 6836 256 221.1 7.0 6.8 x 10- 3 

16 6836 256 221.1 5.8 6.8 x 10-3 

64 6820 256 221.2 4.9 6.8 x 10-3 

1024 1 6659 1038 248.8 2.3 1.3 x 10- 1 

4 6656 1040 249.0 2.3 1.3 x 10- 1 

16 6660 1040 249.0 2.2 1.3 x 10- 1 

64 6628 1024 250.4 2.1 1.4 x 10- 1 

From Table 2 it is seen that the cost inerease owing to the increase in the 
expected lead time is enormous. In particular. if the difference bet ween the short 
lead times (deli\'ery from a nearby depot ) and the long lead times (delivery from 
a remote depot ) is \'ery large. the invoh'ed total cost is very high. 50 we conclude 
that enormous profits may be gained by reducing this difference. (For example , by 
contracting an expensi\'e but reliable supplier.) 

For the im'entory situations considered in Table 2, we see that a high uncer
taintl' in the lead times results in a small optimalorder quantity and a (verl') large 
optimal order le\'el. Clearly, the model with simultaneous order arrivals allows more 
flexibility in meeting the difficulties concerned with highly \'arying lead times . In 
particular. by ordering more frequemly during the long lead times prevems unnec
essary high in\'entory and backlogging le\'els during the short lead times. Tbe extra 
ordering cost inmh'ed is amply compensated bl' the reduced im'entory and back
logging COStS, if the long lead times occu r only incidentally. This is the case for the 
models considered in Table 2. 

Finally, we im'estigate the inBuence of the minimum order size and the packing 
size on Ihe total cos!. Because the search for the optimum is restricted to integer or
der st rategies only, such an investigation can' be carried out easily by expressing the 
demand d in paeking units and adapting tbe cost coefficiems Cl and C2 aceordingly. 
The following model is considered: 

d= 100, 
e = [0.05.0.95,50, 25J, 

I = [I. 2, 3. 4, 5, 56, 63. 70 , 77 , 84J, 

p = [0,25 , 0.2.0.15 , 0.1,0.05,0.025, 0,05,0.1 , 0.05, 0.025J. 

It is easil \' verified that E{L} = 19,25 and ci. = 2,36. The obtained results are 
shown in Table 3, From tbis table it is seen that, for the sizes considered , the 
inBuence of the packing size on the tot al cost is negligible. Furthermore, the time 
to compute the optimal solution decreases witb increasing packing size , wbich is of 
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course to be expected . In conelusion. requiring that deliveries take place in pack 
sizes containing more than one unit results in a negligible increase in cost and a 
possibly considerabie decrease in computation time. 

It is apparent from Table 3 that. if the minimum a1lowable order quantity is 
too large. the resulting increase in cost may be considerable. A minimum order 
quantity is usually specified by the supplier, because the transportation of goods 
in too small quantities may be unprofitable. In sueh a situation. however. it may 
be ad\'antageous for both parties to set up aD arrangement that allows a1so order 
quantities below the specified limit. Gnder this arrangement, the supplier recei\'es a 
financial compensation , when the transportation quantity turns out too small. By 
introducing higher ordering costs (in particular a higher start-up ordering cost) for 
order quantities below the specified limit , the difference in transportation costs can 
easily be incorporated into the model with simultaneous order arrivals, 

7 Generalizat ions 
In practice it often occurs that quantity discounts (for instance on the purchase 
price) are gi\'eD. The most common situation is that there exist several intervaIs 
on whieh different 'all units ' discounts hold. (Thus, each discount applies to all 
uDits in a certain interval.) The model with simultaneous order arrivals can be 
easily modified to a1low for quantity discounts. For each region with a constant dis
count tariff, the cost function is of the form (7) but with different cost coefficients. 
Hence, the optimization procedure, discussed in SectioD 4, cao be used to obtain 
the optimum in each discount region . The overall optimum can then be found by 
computing the total cost, ineluding the total purchase cost, associated with each 
discount optimum, Because in general the number of different discount tariffs is 
smal!. the incorporation of quantity discounts into the model with simultaneous or
der arri\'als gi\'es rise to a small number of additional discontinuities of the involved 
cost function . Consequenti)', the effon required to compute the o\'erall optimum 
onl~' slightly increases with respect to the situation without quantity discounts. Be
cause the jumps in the cost function owing tO the different discount tariffs may be 
large . an approximation of the involved cost function by a continuous cost function 
is pointless, So it is only meaningful to apply the approximate method, discussed 
in Section 5, to each discount region separatei)" . ..I.n o\'eral! approximate solution 
can then be found by computing the total costs associated with each approximate 
discount optimum . In consequence. the time required to compute the o\'erall ap
proximate solution increases proportionally with the number of different discount 
tariffs . "'e next mention some possible generalizations of the lead time mechanism . In 
practical inventory situations the successive lead times are frequently dependent 
of each other . Our approach is based on incorporating this dependency into the 
model explicitly. In the present study such an analysis is carried out for the model 
in which simultaneous order arri\'als are al!owed , ..I. possible generalization is to 
describe the successive times of delh'er)' in an ordering c)'e1e by a (delayed ) renewal 
process, that is, an order placed during the lead time of the preceding order does 
nOt arri\'e simultaneously with the preceding order. but requires an additionallead 
time i.. ",here the distribution of ï. , in genera!. differs from that of L. (C\ote that 
L denOles the lead time of the first order in an ordering cyele.) It is easily seen 
that the involved inventory process is again regenerative, so that by computing the 
expected leDgth and cost during aregeneration cyele an expression for the long-run 
expected cost per unit of time cao be obtained. However. it is not yet elear whether 
the resulting cost function is tractable for optimization "'ith respect to s and q . 
..I.nother possible generalization is to maiDtaiD the simultaDeous arrival mechaDism 
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but to let a ne\\" (follo"'-up) order cause a 'certain fixed delay of all outstanding 
orders. Se\'eral other generalizations of the lead time mechanism are a1so possible. 
The generalization that will be considered in a future research mainly depends on 
the rele\'anc)" 10 a practical iOl'entory situatio~. 
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